





The Development of Japanese National Literature 
in the Early 20
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This paper examines the development of Japanese National Literature in early 20th century. 
FUJIOKA Sakutaro (1870-1910), who taught the Japanese national literature in the Imperial 
University from 1900 to 1910, maintains that the development of the literature relates to a nation’s 
character.  This paper assess the development mainly through The Lecture of the history of 
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↸ቶޝޔޞ㑆ᐕ 㧕㧔ઍᤨᦺർධޝޔޞ㑆ᐕ 㧕㧔ઍᤨୖ㎨ޝޔޞ㑆ᐕ 
ጟ⮮=ࠆߔ㘃ಽߦᦼ㧠ߩޞ㧕߻฽߽ࠍઍᤨ⤿⼾↰❱߮෸࿖ᚢ㧔㑆ᐕ 㧕㧔ઍᤨ
ޕ?
ޕ?ห=ࠆߔߣ޿ߥߪޞᤨࠆߚ߃⴮ߩ⧓ᢥޝߊߥߪઍᤨߚࠇੂߤ߶ޞ਎ਛޝޔߪጟ⮮ޔߕ߹

ኅ࿖ߡߟ⍮ࠍࠆ޽ਅၔߪᐼ᳃ޔ⛘㓒ㄭ㆙ޔߒ㔌ಽߦޘ඙ࠍ࿖⻉ߪ᜚ഀߩ㓶⟲ޔ਎ߩᑪኽ
⭁ࠍ෩ዅߩቶ⊞ޔߡߒฝᏀࠍ੐᡽ߚ߹ᐭ᐀ޔߕࠄ⍮ࠍࠆ޽
߅߅
ᗐℂ߈ߴߋઔޔⵚṌ㔌ᡰޔ߰
ᢥߣജ࿖ޔߕߖߊ⢻ࠍ૞േ⊛৻วޔߡ߭ㅅߦะᣇߪ᳃࿖ޔᤨࠆߚࠇߪ⭁ߦ㔕ᥧ߽᣿శߩ
?ห=ߒߴࠆߥ൓ߩὼ⥄ޔ߽ࠆߔᑷ∋ߡߖ૬ࠍቇ

ޔߦ߁ࠃ߁޿ߣ߁ᖺ߇ޞ᳃࿖ޝޔߒ┙ಽ߇࿖⻉ߡࠇࠊߥ៊߇෩ᆭߩ⊞ᄤޔߪጟ⮮ߦ߁ࠃߩߎ
ߣߛઍᤨߚߒᒙ⴮߽ቇᢥߦ߽ߣߣജ࿖ߢߣߎߚߌᰳߦ⚿࿅⊛ޞ᳃࿖ޝޔ␹♖ߩ⊞ዅޔߪ਎ਛ
ޕࠆߔ
᡽㒮ޝߩᦼ቟ᐔߪઍᤨߩߎޔ߇ࠆ޽ߢޞઍᤨ੹ฎᣂޝߕ߹ޕ߁ࠃߺߡ⷗ߦ೎ᦼᤨޔߪߢ
ޞઍᤨୖ㎨߰⸒ߦ⟵ᗧࠆߥᩰ෩ޝޔࠅ޽ߢઍᤨ޿ޞߚ߇ߜಽࠍ߼ߝߌߦ㑆ߩߘߤᱴޝߣޞઍᤨ
߇ࠊߦ౒ߣઍᤨ੹ฎޝޔ?ห=ࠅ޽ߢߩޞߊ㐿ࠍ㗁㧝╙ޝߩߘߦ߽ߣߣੌ⚳ߩੂߩਭᛚߪ
ฎᣂߪጟ⮮ޔߦ߁ࠃߩߎޕ?ห=ࠆ޿ߡߒߣߛᦼᤨࠆࠇߐޞᙘ⸥ߡߒߣᤨ⋓ᄢੑߩ᱌๺
᜗ࠍޞ⸃⺋ߣੂᷙߩ⠪⺒ޝޔ߽ߟߟߒߣߩ߽ࠆߔዻߦޞᦺ቟ᐔޝߊߥߪߢޞ਎ਛޝߪઍᤨ੹
ޕ?ห=ࠆ޿ߡߒ㘃ಽߦޞ਎ਛޝߡޞߓࠎ↞ߦᴺᣇߩ೨ᓥޝ߁ࠃ޿ߥߩߣߎߊ
⪜ޝߡ޿߅ߦს᱌ޔᤨᒰߪጟ⮮ޕࠆ⷗ࠍޞઍᤨୖ㎨ޝߚࠇߐ⟵ቯߣ㒠એੂߩਭᛚޔߦᰴ 
59 
㐿ዷߩቇᢥ࿖ࠆߌ߅ߦ㗡ೋ♿਎
᳇ࠆߕାࠍࠄ⥄ߦࠄ෌౏ޔࠅ߹ߟޕ?ห=ࠆ޿ߡߒ៰ᜰߣ޿ߒ⪺߽ᦨ߇൓⿲ߩޞ⪭಑❗
ᕐ ᗃ ࠍฎߦ஍ޝޔ߼ߚߚߒޞළṌࠍᒛਥߩᏆ⥄ޝޔߊ⭯߇ߜᜬ
߁ࠂ߈߁ࠂߒ
ᤨ⋓ߩᦺ቟ᐔࠍ▸ޝߡߒޞ
ޕ?ห=ࠆ޽ߢߩ߁⸒ߣߚ޿ߡߒࠅ߆߫୮ᮨߦࠎ⋓ޔޞ߼᳞ߦ
ޞൻᗵߩᢎੑ੽ఌޝߣߣߎߚߒ⥝ഺ߇ޞ⽎᳇ߩᱞዏޝߡߒߣầ㘑ᣂߩ਎ਛޔߪጟ⮮ߢᣇ৻ 
ᣢೋᒰ࿖ᑪޝߪޞ⽎᳇ߩᱞዏޝޕ?ห=ࠆ޿ߡߍ᜼ࠍߣߎߛࠎ෸ߦޞᛶᩮߩᔃੱળ␠ޝ߇
ὼ㝠ޝ߇ࠇߘޔ߇ߚ߈ࠇࠄ߼⹺ߦ⇇ᗐᕁࠅࠃฎ਄߽ᢎ੽࡮ᢎఌޔߢߩ߽ߚ޿ߡߒޞ࿷ሽߦ
᳿ߡߒߣḰᮡࠍࠄࠇߎ߇ޞߣߎߩ⥸⊖ળ␠ޝߡߞߥߣࠎ⋓ߦᏱ㕖ࠅ߹ߟޞߒߥࠍ㘑ߩઍ৻
ߦ㆏჻ᱞޔߜࠊߥߔޕ?ห=ࠆߔߣࠆ޽ߢߣߎߩ㒠એ਎ਛޔߪߩߚߞߥߦ߁ࠃࠆࠇࠄ߼
ർධߌࠊࠅߣޔߒޞ⢒⊒ߦ޿ᄢߡᣈߦઍᤨୖ㎨ޝ߇ߚࠇ⃻ߦฎᄥߪޞ⧘⪚ޝߩߘޔߡ޿ߟ
ޕ? ጟ⮮=ࠆ޽ߢߩ߁⸒ߣߚߒࠍ㆐⊒ࠆ⿷ߦࠆߔ╩․ߡߒ㑐ㅪߣᗐᕁᢎ੽ޔᢎఌߦᦺ
ߩᲞ೰બᲕޝߡߒ᝹৻ࠍޞ౮ឬᗲᕜࠆߥᨵ⦣๺ᐔޝߩߢ߹ࠇߎߪቇᢥߩઍᤨߩߎޔࠅ߹ߟ
ߦ߆ࠄ᣿ࠍ⟵ᗧߩᢎఌߩߤߥޞ᰼೙ޝޔޞᏆసޝߊߥߢߌߛߚߞߥߦߢ߹ࠆߔޞ็㥏ࠍ⽎᳇
ߚߒ޿ߚߪޞ⸳ᑪࠆ߰ઍߦუ⎕ޝޔߚߞߥߦ߁ࠃࠆߔ⫾฽ࠍޞℂᢎ⊛ᢎ੽ߩ਎෤Ᏹήޝޔߒ
ޕ? ጟ⮮=ࠆ޽ߢߩࠆߔߣߛࠎㄟ߈็ߊᄙࠍޞ㘑ߩᣂᷡޝ߇ߚߞ߆ߥߪߣߎ
㆐⊒ಽචߛ߹ߪߦᦼᤨߩߎߪ㆏჻ᱞߥ㔀ⶄߩᑼᒻߥ߁ࠃࠆࠇࠄ⷗ߦઍᤨᚭᳯޔ߽ߢࠇߘ
ࠃࠆߌ߅ߦ਎ᓟ߃ߐߡ޿߅ߦ⺆‛ኅᐔޔ߫߃ߣߚޕ? ጟ⮮=ࠆ޿ߡߒߣ޿ߥ޿ߡߒ
߇ᣇ๧ޔ߇⢻ᔘ቞ᓟ╳ࠆߚ჻౓ߩ෺ήኅᐔޔߒߣ޿ߥࠇࠄ⷗ߛ߹ߪޞ⃻⊒ߩ㆏჻ᱞޝߥ߁
ߎߚߞㅍࠍ↢૛ߡࠇߐඞ㓝ߦ᳁ችㇺቝޔ߮ߩߍㅏߦ࿖᧲ߡࠇ㔌ߌߛࠅߣ߭ޔਛࠆߔߜ⪭ㇺ
ᓼ㆏⊛ᱞߩ୘৻ࠆߚὼḄߡߒᾫᚑߩ▵᳇ᠲᔒߩ჻ᱞޝޔ? ጟ⮮=ߍ᜼ࠍ଀ߩߤߥߣ
ޕ?ห=ࠆ޿ߡߌߠ⺰⚿ߣޞࠅ޽ߦᓟߦ߆㆝ޝߪߩޞࠆߔᚑᒻࠍ
ᢥޔ?ห=߇ߛ⸥ᐔᄥߪޞㅀคᄢᦨޝߩቇᢥߩᦼᤨߩߎޕࠆ޽ߢޞઍᤨᦺർධޝߦᰴ
⪺ޝߚߒ⽾৻የ㚂ߪߦ⺆‛ኅᐔޔߪࠇߘޕ?ห=ࠆࠇߐߣ޿㔍޿⸒ߪߣ૞வᄢߩ਄ผቇ
ޔߒំേ߫ߒ߫ߒߦ㑆ߩⴕㅴߩઙ੐߇ߣޞ╩ߣᔃߩ⠪⪺ޝߪߢ⸥ᐔᄥޔ߇ࠆ޽߇ޞᗐℂߩ⠪
ᒰޔߪ⸥ᐔᄥޔߜࠊߥߔޕ?ห=߁޿ߣߛࠄ߆޿ߥ߇ޞߣߎ߱෸ߦ⺞㜞ޝߦ߁ࠃߩኅᐔ
㆏߈ߴߔ⢛ะ߇᳃࿖ޝޔޞߍᝤࠍᖱหߣᢘዅߩᄢᄙޝߦᬺߩ⥝ਛᱞᑪࠆࠃߦ⊞ᄤ㉓㉑ᓟޔೋ
ߞߥߦᢜ߇ᒉఱޔࠅߚ߃᭴ࠍ⍦ߡߞਅߦァ⾚߇዁ാࠆߚ⤿ᔘޔ߇ߚ޿ߡߒ␜ࠍޞ᪯〝ߩ⟵
ឬ޿ߥߩޞᒛਥޝޔޞᗐℂޝޔޞᗲᕲޝ߿ޞ⟵▵ޝߣࠎߛࠎߛޔߣࠅߚߞߥߣᣇ๧߇ᢜޔࠅߚ
ኅ࿖ࠍࠇߎޔߪጟ⮮ޕ?ห=ࠆ޽ߢߩࠆࠇߐߣࠆߌᰳߦޞ⟤ߩ৻⛔ޝޔ߈޿ߡߞߥߣ౮
ޕ?ห=ࠆ޿ߡߒߣߛ଀ߛࠎ෸ߦ਄ቇᢥ߇㗀ᓇߩᅤᰳߩ৻⛔ߩ
޽߇ะ௑ޞࠆࠆࠄߖ㊀ዅߩੱ୘ߦቇᢥޝߡߒߣޞะ௑߈ߒᣂޝޔߪߡ޿ߟߦޞઍᤨ↸ቶޝ
ޕ?ห=߁⸒ߣޞࠆߔふぷߦߔࠄṳࠍᗧߩ⒓⾥ߡߍ᜼ᚻ෺ޝߪߡ޿ߟߦะ௑ߩߎޔ߇ࠆ
ޞ㗭უߩᗐᕁળ␠ޝ߿ޞਲᰳߩᔃ⚿࿅ߩ᳃࿖ޝ߇ߩ߽߁޿ߣޞ㊀ዅੱ୘ߩઍᤨߩߎޝޔߪࠇߘ
ޔࠅ޽ߢࠄ߆ࠆ޽ߢߩ߽ߚߓ↢ߣὼ⥄ޔޞᨐ⚿ࠆߚࠇߪᄬߩᔨⷰ⊛ኅ࿖ޝޔߒ㆐ߦᭂߩߘ߇
߁⸒ߣࠆ޽ߢࠄ߆޿ߥߪߢߩ߽ߚߒߣ߁ࠃߒޞ⼂⹺ࠍᩰੱߦ⊛⼂ᗧߦ⊛ᭂⓍߡߒ᳿ޝ
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ᘒᒻߩޞ࿖ዊ৻ޝߡߒ┙⁛ࠇߙࠇߘ߇ޞᎺ૛ච౐ᧄᣣޝߪઍᤨߩߎޔࠅ߹ߟޕ?ห=
ߘߊోߪ᳃჻ޝޔߕᓧߒ࿷ሽࠄ߆ߠߩ߅ߪޞⷰળ␠ࠆߖߣ૕৻ࠍኅ࿖ޝޔ߼ߚߚ޿ߡߞߣࠍ
さ 〤ߦ⇵▸ዊߩ
߈ߖߊࠂ߈
ߟ᡼ߦዪᄢࠍ⌒ޝޔߢਅᴫ⁁ߥ߁ࠃࠆߔ⿷߈ᛮߦ࿾ޔࠅ߹ߊߋߖߦᄤޔޞ
൮߇ầᕁઍᤨߥ߁ࠃߩߎߦᦛ⻦ޔߡߒߘޕ?ห=ࠆߔ៰ᜰߣߛࠄ߆ߚߞ߹ߒߡޞࠇᔓࠍ
ߪޞੱ୘ߩߡߒߣ᳃࿖ޔߡ߼ജߦߊឬࠍੱ୘ߩߡߒߣੱ୘ࠄߔࠄ߭ޝޔࠇߐߣࠆ޿ߡࠇߐ฽
ޕ㨉ห㨇ࠆ޿ߡߒߣޞࠆ޽௑ࠆߖළ㑄ࠍኅ࿖ޝ
࿅⊛⊞ዅࠆߌ߅ߦޞ᳃࿖ޝޔ߇ࠆ޽ߢઍᤨߛࠎ⢒ࠍޞ㆏჻ᱞޝޔߪޞ਎ਛޝߦ߁ࠃߩ਄એ
ޕࠆ޽ߢߩࠆࠇߐߣઍᤨߚ޿ߨ߹ࠍ⪭಑⊛ቇᢥ߇⪭ᰳߩᔃ⚿

ޞ⟵ਥ਎⃻ޝࠆߌ߅ߦઍᤨᚭᳯ㧚㧠
ߩߎߪቇᢥߩ࿖߇ࠊޝޔࠅ޽ߢઍᤨߚߒ㆐⊒߽ߣߞ߽߇ൻᢥߪޞઍᤨᚭᳯޝߡ޿㒰ࠍᴦ᣿
ޕ? ጟ⮮=߁⸒ߪጟ⮮ߣߚߞߥߣޞߩ߽߱⃉ߩ⥸ో᳃࿖ߦߊ߆ߦߣޔߡࠅ⥋ߦઍᤨ
ޔ߇޿ߥࠄߥ߆߶ߦઍᤨߩߎߪߩߚߒ㆐ߦ⺞㜞ߒ஻౗ࠍᑼᒻߣኈౝߩߘ߇ޞ㆏჻ᱞޝޔߚ߹
ߦౝ⮲ߚ߹ޔߕࠄ⥋ߪߦߢ߹ࠆߔᚑᒻࠍޞᗐᕁ⊛৻⛔ࠆߥᄢޝࠇ߆ಽߦ⮲⻉ߪౝ࿖ߢᣇ৻
߆ߥߊ㜞ࠅ߹޽߽ޞᔃᓼ౏ޝޔ߈ᰳࠍޞᗐᕁߩ╬ᐔޝߊߒ෩߇ޞ೎Ꮕߩ⚖㓏ਅ਄ޝ߽ߡ޿߅
ޕ?ห=ࠆ޿ߡߒߣߚߞ
㧕㧔⴮⋓ߩဈ੩ޝޔޞ㑆ᐕ 㧕㧔ઍᤨ⫥໪ޝߪጟ⮮ࠍޞઍᤨᚭᳯޝ
ಽߦᦼ㧠ߩޞ㑆ᐕ 㧕㧔ㆇ⋓ߩᚭᳯޝޔޞ㑆ᐕ 㧕㧔ㆫ᧲ㆇᢥޝޔޞ㑆ᐕ
ߓㅢࠍઍᤨᚭᳯ߇㆐⊒ߩޞቇᢥ᳃ᐔޝޔߪጟ⮮ޕࠆ޽ߢޞઍᤨ⫥໪ޝޔߕ߹ޕ?ห=ࠆߌ
ߡߒߣޞቇᢥ᳃ᐔޝߪߡ޿߅ߦᦼᤨߩߎޔ߇ࠆ޿ߡߒߣࠆ޽ߢޞ⦡․ࠆ޽ノశ߽ᦨޝߩߡ
ߥ߽ߩ߽߈ߴߔ╩․ޔ਄ผቇᢥޔ?ห=ߢߌߛࠆ޿ߡߒ៰ᜰࠍߣߎߚߒ㆐⊒߇⺽େߩ
ޕ?ห=ࠆ޿ߡߒߣ޿
߇ޞ᳃࿖ޝਛᦼᚭᳯߪᦼᤨߩߎޔߪጟ⮮ޕࠆ޽ߢઍᤨ⑍రࠆࠁࠊ޿ޔޞ⴮⋓ߩဈ੩ޝߦᰴ
ቇᢥޔ?ห=ࠅ߅ߢࠎንߦᗧഃߢ↱⥄ߡ߼ᭂ߽ᗐᕁޔࠅ޽ߢઍᤨߚߒേᵴߦ⊛ᭂⓍ߽ᦨ
⾨ߩઍ⃻ޝޔߪߦ᥊⢛ߩߘޔߡߒߘޕ?ห=ࠆߔߣߚ޿ߢࠎንߦޞᗧᣂޝߢޞ⊛⸳ᑪޝ߽
ޕ?ห=ࠆ޿ߡߒ៰ᜰߣߚߞ޽߇ޞ⾥
࿖ޝߩᴦ᣿ޔߣࠆߔ೬⸃ࠍℂᔃߩޞ᳃࿖ޝࠆߌ߅ߦઍᤨ⑍రޕࠆ޽ߢߣߎ߁޿߁ߎߪࠇߘ
ޞᱠㅴߩ⿷㐳ޝߩࠄ⥄ߩࠅ߆߫߁⇼ࠍ⋡߽ߣ⠪ਔߪࠇߘޕࠆ޽߇ߩ߽ߓหߣޞᙬᗵޝߩޞ᳃
⹶ߩᏱήࠍࠆߔേᵴޔߒሽ↢ߡߒߣሶಽ৻ߩળ␠߈ߴࠆߔ⟤ᱎޝߦ㓙ታޔߦᤨหߣߊ㛳ߦ
ᙏࠆߔኻߦઍฎߪߦઍᤨࠆߔ᱌⻭ࠍઍ⃻ߦ߁ࠃߩߘޔߡߒߘޕߛࠄ߆ࠆߔߣޞᩕశߒߣࠅ
ޔߪߢ⧓ᢥߩޞ਎ਛޝޕ?ห=ࠆࠇࠄ㒢ߦޞ⇇਎ታ⃻ߢ߹චࠅࠃ৻ޝߪߩࠆࠇ߆ឬޔߊߥߪᙔ
ޘ໑ޝޔߕߖߪߣ߁ࠃߒ↪ㆇࠍޞ⌒ᔃޝߩࠄ⥄ޔߒߣޞᮭ⻹ߩ਄ήኻ⛘ޝࠍޞ⺑ᚲߩੱవޝ
ࠆߔᵆ᜔߽ߦ‛૗㍈᳇ㅴᣂޝߪᦼ⑍రޔߒኻߦࠇߎޕߚ޿ߡߞ቞ࠍޞ⠌ᣥဳฎߡߒߣޘ⻌
⟟ਇޝޔޞߒ⎕ⴣࠍ⠌ᘠࠆࠁࠄ޽ߩ᧪ᓥޝޔޞߡߒߣ㎯ࠍ␹♖ߩ↱⥄߈ߥ
߈
ޞ┙᮸ࠍቇᢥᄢߩ┙⁛
79 
㐿ዷߩቇᢥ࿖ࠆߌ߅ߦ㗡ೋ♿਎
ޕ?ห=ߚߒ
ޔࠅ޽ߢޞઍᤨߩり⥄ⷡ⥄ޝߡߒߦޞઍᤨߩ⟵ਥ਎⃻ޝߪઍᤨ⑍రޔߪጟ⮮ޔߦ߁ࠃߩߎ
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